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Genetic Algorithm Application for Trading in 
Market toward Stable Profitable Method 

Tomio Kurokawa 
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Japan 

1. Introduction  

One application of a training system, including genetic algorithm (GA), to trading in 

technical market is to create a good model trader using past market data so that the model 

trader makes good performance in unseen future market data space. It is usually easy to 

create a model trader to work well for in-sample data. However, it frequently happens that 

the created model trader makes poor performance for unseen data. This phenomenon is 

termed as overfitting. This chapter provides some insight into overfitting in the 

environment of trading in market — enormously wide spaces of in-sample, out-of-sample 

data and technical model trader’s space — and proposes some solution coping with the 

problems which exist in the spaces.  

2. Genetic algorithm as learning system 

Learning has been considered as one of the most powerful problem solving techniques for 

technical market analysis or trading in market. Among many learning systems so far we 

have devised, genetic algorithm (GA) is considered as one of the most powerful.  

Using GA as a learning system for technical market, there are three spaces (Geurts, 2005) 

we have to take into consideration. The first one is the past data space from which we 

obtain in-sample data and with which we train the market evaluation systems, say, model 

traders. The second one is the space of model traders. It could be a simple one—small 

model space to a complex model trader—large model space. The third one is the unseen 

future data space to which we apply the trained model trader and hopefully obtain 

preferable results. 

All of the three spaces are so wide compared with the data we can use as past data or the 
data we will see in the future. As for the past data space, data for a company we can use is 
only an instance of the data space. We cannot have more than one instance, just one. For 
unseen future data, it is also true that the one we will see is just one instance, no more 
than that. The model trader space is possibly called as technical indicator space. The 
number of algorithm we can try is very limited. Computer generated ones, which are not 
limited, are inclined to become too particular, lacking of comprehensibility and resulting 
in overfitting. 
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3. Background literature 

Overfitting has been the major problem of learning of technical market decision. Numerous 
researches have been done using evolutionally methods (including GA) in the literature. In 
some past studies, solutions were tried to be sought. Those are categorized into three areas 
as noted below.  

First is about in-sample data selection. Wang et al. employed, in GA, the methods with 
which newer in-sample data were used for training by sliding the in-sample data window as 
the trading proceeds (Wang & Chen, 1998) . Lam et al. employed sliding (incremental and 
dynamic) in-sample data approach for training the system with GA and fuzzy mechanism 
(Lam et al., 2002). These schemes were based on the presumption that newer data might be 
better representing coming unseen out-of-sample data. Neely et al. used, in GP (genetic 
programming), a technique regarded as validation procedure, in which a selection period is 
placed after the training period in order to select one good program for next generation 
(Neely et al., 1997). Kurokawa demonstrated that trading chance was increased and at the 
same time overfitting was reduced by increasing number of stock names concurrently 
monitored (Kurokawa, 2008, 2009, 2011). 

Second is related with learning itself. It is to improve the learning process so that trading 

rule should have good performance and avoid overfitting. Obtaining a good performance 

rule is concerned with many things such as learning process itself, elements of 

computational structure including indicators, fitness strategies, maintaining simplicity, 

generality and many others. In the past, Becker et al. using, in GP, reduced set of operators, 

set of increased indicators (elements of computational structure), and complexity penalizing 

strategy (fitness strategy) in the training process maintained the simplicity of the tree 

structure of GP-generated rule by limiting the number of nodes and the depth of the tree 

(simplicity) (Becker & Seshadri, 2003a, 2003b) . Simplicity plays very important roles for 

avoidance of overfitting because complexity is more likely to cause overfitting (Becker & 

Seshadri, 2003a). Lin et al. set sub-ranges for parameters of technical trading rules (fitness 

strategy) by GA and obtained robust results (Lin et al., 2005). 

Third is to devise effective technical indicators. Technical indicators play important roles in 

rule making with learning, especially in evolutionary process. In the process, they are 

usually pre-given as essential components. For GA, indicators with computational structure 

are given and the parameters are optimized. For GP, though it has the ability to find good 

computational structure of technical rules, indicator functions such as moving averages, etc. 

must be given as basic component at the beginning.  Eventually, some of the components 

play important roles in the generated rules. Such indicators were also used in GP process of 

the studies by Becker et al. (Becker & Seshadri, 2003a) and they showed positive results. 

Potvin et al. applied GP to Canadian individual stocks and reported that it did not 

necessarily outperform buy and & hold (B&H) approach (Potvin et al., 2004). Pavlidis et al. 

compared moving average based rules and GP-generated rules on money exchange rates 

and obtained the results that both are profitable but moving average based rule is more 

robust than the GP-generated one (Pavlidis, et al. 2007) . Mabu et al. included several 

conventional indicators in GNP (genetic network programming) and showed promising 

results (Mabu et al., 2007). Kurokawa tried to seek better technical indicators used in GA 

process (Kurokawa, 2007).  More recently, Lohpetch et al. showed a method which gains 
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fairly robust generation of trading rules which outperforms B & H (Lohpetch et al. , 2010) 

using GP and monthly trading.  

4. Potential areas for study 

Looking over a stock market, the data are very vast. Even data of a single stock name are 
vast when considering unseen out-of sample data of potentially numerous patterns. This 
makes it unreasonable to try to cope with it by learning only a small portion of past data. 
One or two year market data of a stock name are very small compared to unseen potentially 
vast out-of-sample data. Learning process is to make the target system particular. It is to 
adjust the system to the in-sample data. Accordingly, the target system hardly becomes 
general. 

In order to solve the problem, some generality introducing mechanism is necessary. Possible 
solutions may exist in 1) in-sample data of large size and concurrent monitoring of large set 
of stocks in trading, 2) sophisticated but simple learning process which can make use of 
large set of stocks and avoidance of adjusting to the particularity of in-sample data or 
overfitting and 3) devising effective technical indicators.  

For the first potential solution, most studies in literature about market timing by learning 
have been done with in-sample data of small size, that is, one or two years for a single name 
or an index or of several years. Small size data usually cannot have generality. Naturally it is 
hardly possible for any process to extract generality from data of small size. Hence in-
sample data of large size are needed. Larger size data are more likely to have more 
generality. However, they are also difficult to handle and time consuming for processing. 
There are two ways of expanding in-sample data. One is with data of long period. There are, 
however, some limitations about the size. The other is a larger set of stock names to 
concurrently monitor. The latter case was examined with GA procedure using data of 
hundreds of stock names (Kurokawa, 2008, 2009, 2011). In this study, it is more extensively 
examined. 

For the second potential solution, this is the area where many studies have been done in 

literature. In order to handle data of large size, effective learning mechanism with fast 

processing speed and ability avoiding overfitting becomes important. Both of sophistication 

with simplicity and speed are necessary at the same time. The learning should have the 

ability to handle the data of large size and to extract the generality. In this study, this 

concept was examined by introducing indirect fitness control with profit related indexes, 

which is supposedly essential for stable profit.  

The third potential solution is concerned with technical indicator, which is directly related 

with data computation. It is the device by which trading signals are computed and detected. 

Since many market timing systems with learning employ technical indicators, developing 

effective indicators is essentially important. What’s more, indicators are independent of 

learning process in the sense that they are made before learning process operates. Hence, 

they could bring about generality if not totally influenced by learning. Simplicity and 

comprehensibility could be given by human heuristics. Hence, effective indicators are of 

great utility. Some studies were made in this area (Kurokawa, 2007). In this study, however, 

a technical method (Takizawa, 1999) was used. 
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5. Three step experiments 

This study is of three steps for trading performance improvements and its experimental 
demonstrations. The first one is to investigate what is overfitting and how it is related with 
trading performance. The second one is to demonstrate the first one by stock switching. The 
third one is to show some ways of seeking generality of stable and profitable trading with 
extensive experiments. 

6. First step experiments 

To examine how influential the selection of in-sample data is, three experiments using GA 

with the market timing indicator SP-method (Takizawa, 1999; Kurokawa, 2009) were 

conducted with different stock data of different sizes but of the same data period. Data from 

Jan. 1, 2001, to Dec. 31, 2002, were used for training and those from Jan. 1, 2003 to Dec. 31, 

2004 for testing. These experiments were mainly to get information on market features, not 

just to find the best trading model. It did not calculate trading returns for a period but 

certain profit related indexes. In the experimental trading, a unit of stock was bought 

whenever a buy signal appeared and when the profit rate exceeded a predetermined level or 

stock holding went beyond a predefined number of days, the stock was sold. Trading was 

independent of the amount of cash held. 

Another important point here is that the trading did not depend on the timing of 

incidentally selected buying/selling, so these results show the features of the entire stock 

market better. Ordinary trading simulation tends to depend on timing. Some buy decisions 

for some stock mean not buying other stocks — results by these decisions are dependent on 

timing. 

Chromosome was composed of a set of parameters specifying how to run trading and was 
optimized in GA. They were Gene0, Gene1, Gene2, Gene3, Gene4, and Gene5 as:  

1. Gene0: SP-wave rate, SP%  
2. Gene1: SP-minus change rate, SP%-  
3. Gene2: maximum number of days to hold bought stock  
4. Gene3: minimum recovery rate to sell bought stock  
5. Gene4: minimum falling speed of price 
6. Gene5: maximum price level 

6.1 How GA experiments were done 

An ordinary fitness criterion in stock trading is conceptually simple — maximizing profit. 
The experiments here, however, calculate more than mere profit; they calculate the 
following profit-related indexes: 

– Total profit (TP): the sum of all unit trade profit. “Trade” is used interchangeably here 
as a stock unit buy/sell pair.  

– Winning count (WCT): the count of profitable trade  
– Win rate (WRT): the profitable trade count divided by all trade count  
– Total of profit rates (TPR): the sum of profit rates on all trades 
– Average profit rate (APR): the total of profit rates divided by the number of trades.  
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TPR, a special index, usually not used, was to get overall market features of both quality and 
quantity of trading, which is why it was selected for fitness. Some quality (profit rate) must 
be maintained because transaction cost was ignored in the experiments. 

The following represent specific definitions:   

 ( ) _ ( ) _ ( ),profit i sell price i buy price i= −   (1) 

 
1

( ),
N

i

TP profit i
=

=     (2) 

 
( )

( ) ,
_ ( )

profit i
PR i

buy price i
=  (3) 

 
1

( )
N

i

TPR PR i
=

= ,  (4) 

where i is the identifier for each trade, buy_price(i) the stock price at the buying of trade i, 
sell_price(i) the stock price at the selling of trade i, and N total trade count. TPR was used as 
fitness to give each trade equal weight to make it independent of individual stock name’s 
price levels.  TP might be greatly influenced by some stocks with very high prices. 

An ordinary GA was used for optimization, as shown in Fig. 1. GA parameters were crossover 
rate: 0.7, mutation rate: 0.1, population size: 20, number of generations: 200 and elitisms. The 
population size was set rather small to speed up large-scale data processing but within a 
generally allowable range. These specific parameters were chosen arbitrarily and involve no 
particular reasoning. The parameters of population size 20 and number of generations 200 
were rather small, so hitting a globally optimal point is not necessarily expected. Limited 
optimization, however, is considered acceptable here. Experiments 1-3 are detailed below. 

6.2 Data size and overfitting 

6.2.1 Experiment 1-1 

Ten trading simulations were done independently, one for each of ten stock names, with 

training done using in-sample data for each stock name, followed by testing using out-of-

sample data for the same stock name. Results are shown in Table 1. WCT, TP, and TPR 

values in testing were much lower than those in training. Stock names No. 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 

gave no chance for trading in testing. “N/A” in Table 1 suggests that the system looked for 

trading signals but in vain — typical for overfitting. The model trader was so adjusted to in-

sample data that it could not find a chance for out-of-sample data. The average successful 

trade count was 4.7 in training but only 0.7 in testing. The one single chance for Asahi Glass, 

for example, was not successful in testing.  

Experimental results suggest that the model trader trained with a small segment of stock 
data could lose chances for trading. The target obtained with small in-sample data may thus 
not be suited to unseen data, which is assumed to be just one incident out of a potentially 
vast number of data patterns. 
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Fig. 1. GA Procedure 

ピヵヰヤレ ハaヮユ WツT Tパ ヂパビ WビT Tパビ WツT Tパ ヂパビ WビT Tパビ
1 Shimizu サ ゴスシ ケクココゴ ケクスケケ ゲクゲゲジ ゲ ゲザゲ ケクサコズ ゲクケケケ ケクサコズ
2 Itoham Foods ゲゲ ゴケシ ケクケジゴ ケクスサシ ケクズサジ ケ ケ ケクケケケ ハグヂ ケクケケケ
3 Oji Paper ゴ サザシ ケクゴゲシ ゲクケケケ ケクズサス ゲ スサ ケクゲスケ ゲクケケケ ケクゲスケ
4 Sumitomo Chemical コ コシケ ケクゴジコ ゲクケケケ ケクジサザ ケ ケ ケクケケケ ハグヂ ケクケケケ
5 Asahi Glass ザ スシザ ケクコゲコ ケクスゴゴ ゲクコジゲ ケ ギコケ ギケクケゴケ ケクケケケ ギケクケゴケ
6 Sumitomo Heavy Ind. コ ササ ケクゴザザ ゲクケケケ ケクジゲケ ケ ケ ケクケケケ ハグヂ ケクケケケ
7 Toshiba サ サケゲ ケクコササ ゲクケケケ ケクズジザ ケ ケ ケクケケケ ハグヂ ケクケケケ
8 Matushita Electric Works サ ゲジゴ ケクケシコ ゲクケケケ ケクコサズ ケ ケ ケクケケケ ハグヂ ケクケケケ
9 Sumitomo シ ジスス ケクゲサジ ケクジザケ ゲクゲジサ ゴ ゲザズ ケクゲケケ ゲクケケケ ケクコズズ

10 Yusen シ ゴサジ ケクゲザコ ゲクケケケ ケクズゲザ コ ゲケズ ケクゲコジ ゲクケケケ ケクコザサ
aカ゚ユンaヨユ サクジ サケコクシ ケクコゲシ ケクズコゴ ケクズケザ ケクジ サスクゴ ケクケスゲ ハグヂ ケクゲゲゴ

Tンaiワiワヨ ォコケケゲギコケケコオ Tユヴヵ ォコケケゴギコケケサオ

 

Table 1. Results by training using past data for one stock name for each line (10 names) 
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6.2.2 Experiment 1-2 

Experiment 1-2 used the same stock data of those names as for Experiment 1-1. By 

concurrently monitoring stocks for 10 names for the in-sample period, just one trading rule 

was generated instead of one rule for each name. The specified fitness was TPR, the same as 

that for Experiment 1-1. Results are shown in Table 2. The same procedure was executed 10 

times, and the averages were computed and are shown at the end of the table.  

In experiments, trading opportunities appear to have been reduced in testing, apparently 

the result of overfitting, or losing opportunities. Overfitting, however, appears to have been 

reduced in these experiments. The quality of trading (APR and WRT) decreased both in 

training and testing from Experiment 1-1 to Experiment 1-2. Good trading opportunities in 

Experiment 1-2 (WCT: 37.3 in training and WCT: 13.5 in testing), however, were much 

improved over those in Experiment 1-1 (WCT: 4.7 in training and WCT: 0.7 in testing) and 

overfitting appears to have been somewhat reduced in Experiment 1-2 from the viewpoint 

of trading opportunities. Both APR and WRT were slightly lower in testing than in training 

in Experiment 1-2. APR of 0.064 and WRT of 0.743 in testing appear very good compared to 

the results (He et al., 2007) — return of 0.0212 for GP1, return of -0.1792 for GP2, and returns 

by others for Japanese stocks of the same period, though the comparisons are not direct. It 

may not be decisive, however, for the Japanese stock index Nikkei average, which increased 

about 30% during 2003 to 2004. Stocks of the ten names examined in the experiments 

actually had 78.5% gain as average during the period. 

APR and WRT in Experiment 1-1 and 1-2 are difficult to evaluate, but given the results of 
“N/A” (No Trade), trading as done in Experiment 1-1 cannot be said to be advantageous. 

Note that trading signals or patterns should have appeared in many places among stocks for 

multiple stock names.  

テxヱク ハヰ WツT Tパ ヂパビ WビT Tパビ WツT Tパ ヂパビ WビT Tパビ
ゲ コゴ ゲゲシケ ケクゲゲジ ケクススザ ゴクケザコ ス コジケ ケクケスゲ ケクスケケ ケクスゲゴ
コ コゴ ゲゲシケ ケクゲゲジ ケクススザ ゴクケザコ ス コジケ ケクケスゲ ケクスケケ ケクスゲゴ
ゴ ジゲ ゲコケズ ケクケコサ ケクシケジ コクスゲジ ココ ザサシ ケクケザコ ケクジザズ ゲクザゲコ
サ ササ ゲコズス ケクケシケ ケクスゴケ ゴクゲスシ ゲゲ ゲジゴ ケクケゴス ケクジゴゴ ケクザジシ
ザ サシ ゲゴサシ ケクケザコ ケクジズゴ ゴクケゴシ ゲザ ゴゴケ ケクケサコ ケクジザケ ケクスゴザ
シ サス ゲコジス ケクケサズ ケクスゲサ コクスジジ ゲシ コジケ ケクケサザ ケクジシコ ケクズザケ
ジ ザシ ゲザスジ ケクケゴゴ ケクザスズ ゴクゲサゲ ゴコ ジコス ケクケサコ ケクシザゴ コクケシズ
ス ゲシ ゲゴケサ ケクゲゲコ ケクシシジ コクシスゲ サ コケス ケクケジザ ケクサササ ケクシジゴ
ズ コゴ ゲゲザス ケクゲコケ ケクズコケ ゴクケケゴ ズ ゴゴゲ ケクケズズ ケクズケケ ケクズスジ

ゲケ コゴ ゲゲシケ ケクゲゲジ ケクススザ ゴクケザコ ゲケ ゴザザ ケクケスゲ ケクスゴゴ ケクズジシ
aカ゚ユンaヨユ ゴジクゴ ゲコシシクケ ケクケスケ ケクジスス コクズズケ ゲゴクザ ゴサスクゲ ケクケシサ ケクジサゴ ゲクケコケ

Tンaiワiワヨ ォコケケゲギコケケコオ Tユヴヵ ォコケケゴギコケケサオ

 

Table 2. Results by training simultaneously using past data for 10 stock names 

6.2.3 Experiment 1-3 

Experiment 1-3 used stock data of 844 stock names, from which those priced above 2,000 
Yen were discarded, from Tokyo Market Division I. Experiments were done under the same 
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condition of Experiment 1-2 except the number of stock names and the price requirement. 
Stocks for all names were monitored concurrently. One single trading rule for stocks of all 
names was generated using in-sample data instead of generating one rule for each stock 
name. Results are shown in Table 3. Specified fitness, TPR, was the same as that in 
Experiment 1-1 and 1-2. 

WCT, TP, and TPR values increased greatly in both training and testing, suggesting that 

opportunities for trading increased in Experiment 1-3. Although not shown explicitly, it 

appears that there should have existed many stock names for which no trading signals 

appeared in the testing period. Average APR in training declined from Experiment 1-2 to 

Experiment 1-3 from 0.080 to 0.037, although the reason remains unclear. It may conceivably 

have been caused by price declines for a large number of stock names. Average APR values 

increased in testing from 0.064 in Experiment 1-2 to 0.071 in Experiment 1-3 and from 0.037 

in training to 0.071 in testing in Experiment 1-3, possibly due to many successful signal 

detections in many places in the out-of-sample period.  

The overall results of Experiment 1-3 seem to suggest that overfitting was reduced greatly 

by the concurrent monitoring of numerous stocks. Attention should therefore be paid to the 

results showing that differences in WCT, TP, and TPR between training and testing 

decreased as data size increased. As stated earlier, Experiment 1-3 also shows that signals 

caught by the model trader appeared in many places among stocks of multiple names, as is 

shown by the large WCT, TP, and TPR values in Table 3. 

APR average of 7.1% and WRT average of 70.6% in testing appear to be very good 

compared to the study results (He et al., 2007) as shown in Experiment 1-2, though the 

comparisons are not direct. It also appears convincing because the number of stock names 

used in the experiment is large. It is not actually decisive, however, because the Nikkei 

Average during 2003 to 2004 rose about 30%, very large gain. 

 

テxヱク ハヰク WツT Tパ ヂパビ WビT Tパビ WツT Tパ ヂパビ WビT Tパビ
ゲ ゲゴケズ ゴザスゲケ ケクケザゲ ケクシケジ ゲケズクシコジ ジズズ ゲサジシサ ケクケシケ ケクシシコ ジコクゴサコ
コ コシズシ サコケサケ ケクケコゴ ケクザシス ゲケズクコズス ゲジシズ ゴザコゲス ケクケサゲ ケクシゴゲ ゲゲザクザザシ
ゴ コズスズ サザシサス ケクケコザ ケクシコス ゲコゲクケケケ ゲズサス ゴゴズコゴ ケクケサコ ケクジケシ ゲゲジクゴゴコ
サ ゴザズ ゲサゴスゲ ケクゲゲコ ケクシゴサ シゴクコゲジ コゲ スコス ケクゴケジ ケクスジザ ジクゴシケ
ザ ササズス サスゴゲケ ケクケゲス ケクシゴズ ゲコシクスシサ コズサケ サシザゲゲ ケクケゴサ ケクジコシ ゲゴズクゴコゴ
シ ゲゴゴケ ゴジコジサ ケクケザケ ケクシケス ゲケズクゲゴジ スサジ ゲシゲスシ ケクケザズ ケクシシサ ジザクゴスゴ
ジ サゲスゴ サザジケサ ケクケゲス ケクシゲゲ ゲコゴクシシザ コジサコ サザゲズザ ケクケゴシ ケクシズズ ゲサゲクゲジザ
ス ゲスザズ ゴスコズザ ケクケゴザ ケクシケゲ ゲケジクシササ ゲコシサ コシザザコ ケクケザザ ケクシスザ ゲケゲクザコス
ズ サジジサ サザズゲザ ケクケゲシ ケクシゴケ ゲコゴクジコゴ ゴゲジケ ザケケゴザ ケクケゴゴ ケクジコケ ゲサシクゴケズ

ゲケ コズゲコ サジゲサス ケクケコザ ケクシケシ ゲゲスクスコシ ゲズケシ ゴサジコシ ケクケササ ケクシスス ゲコケクザザサ
aカ゚ユンaヨユ コシズケクズ サケケザコクザ ケクケゴジ ケクシゲゴ ゲゲゲクゴケケ ゲジサケクシ ゴケゴズゴクス ケクケジゲ ケクジケシ ゲケゴクシスシ

ヵンaiワiワヨ ォコケケゲギコケケコオ ヵユヴヵ ォコケケゴギコケケサオ

 

 

Table 3. Results by training simultaneously using past data for 844 stock names 
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6.3 Quantitative comparison of the results and overfitting phenomenon 

Overfitting is the phenomenon in which poor performance appears for out-of-sample data 
despite good performance for in-sample data. We define this somewhat more formally as 
the ratio:  

 
PerformanceForInSampleData

Overfitting
PerformanceForOutOfSampleData

=   (5) 

Table 4 shows the experimental ratios. The figures in Table 4 were calculated using averages 

given at the bottoms of Tables 1 to 3. Note the changes in ratios during the transition in data 

size. TPR was used as fitness, so primary attention should be paid to the related aspects. 

Values in TPR row no. 3 are these ratios, which decrease as data size increases. For small-

scale data, TPR performance for the in-sample was 8.01 times greater than that for the out-

of-sample. For medium-scale data, it was 2.93, becoming 1.07 for large-scale data. This 

means that the performance difference between in-sample and out-of-sample data decreases 

as data size increases. This can be called reducing of overfitting by larger-scale data. 

Performances other than TPR showed similar trends. Take WCT, for example. Winning 

signals caught in the in-sample period appeared in the out-of-sample period more often for 

large-scale data but not for small-scale data.  

Smaller ratios are seen for larger-scale data for APR and WRT also. These, however, should 

be regarded as accidental. The ratios smaller than 1.0 indicate that performance for out of 

sample data could be better than that for in-sample data, depending on the situation. 

We believe that the performance difference between in-sample and out-of-sample periods 

should not be too big. Any big difference is usually considered caused by overfitting. If the 

difference is too big, the system is generally considered as not working well, possibly 

unstable. 

 

Ratio:  
In-Sample /  

Out-of-
Sample 

One Stock Name: 
Small-scale Data 
(Experiment 1-1) 

10 Stock Names: 
Medium-scale Data 

(Experiment 1-2) 

844 Stock Names:  
Large-scale Data  
(Experiment 1-3) 

1. WCT 4.7/0.7=6.71 37.3/13.5=2.76 2691/1741=1.55 

2. TP 402.6/48.3=8.34 1266/348=3.64 40053/30394=1.32 

3. TPR 0.905/0.113=8.01 2.990/1.020= 2.93 111.300/103.686=1.07 

4. APR 0.216/0.081=2.67 0.080/0.064=1.25 0.037/0.071=0.52 

5. WRT N/A 0.788/0.743=1.06 0.613/0.706=0.87 

Table 4. Performance comparison between in-sample and out-of-sample data and between 
data sizes 

6.4 Other aspects of overfitting 

As stated before, overfitting is the phenomenon in which poor performance appears for out-of-
sample data despite good performance for in-sample data. It is usually not difficult to obtain a 
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good model trader for in-sample data. It means that the model trader space is usually wide 
enough so that training system can find a good performance model trader for the sample data. 
Many of training systems such as genetic algorithm, neural network (NN), or genetic 
programming (GP) usually works well for creating a good model trader for in-sample data. 
NN with two or more hidden layers or GP with much flexibility of programming usually have 
such a wide space for model traders that it is inclined to produce a kind of nonsense trader 
which often makes poor performance for unseen out-of-sample data. GA is not an exception. It 
often produces poor performance traders for out-of-sample data. It often depends on what to 
optimize. In addition, the created trader with NN or GP usually does not have 
comprehensibility in the trading rules of the trader. 

However, GA which is usually used to adjust a model trader, already structured, to the in-

sample data. Owing much to the past researchers of technical analysis, GA is used to find good 

parameters for the model traders. The technical model traders have spaces wide enough that 

GA can easily adjust them for the model to work well for in-sample data. However, it is not 

usually easy for the created traders to work well for unseen out-of-sample data. Overfitting 

also often appears for GA trained model traders. This overfitting is one of the biggest problems 

many researchers have tried to solve for market trading. However, it is expected to be smaller 

for GA trained technical traders than for those by GP or NN. It is probably because the model 

traders’ space for GA is much smaller and because their computation structure is often well 

organized. This is supported by the study (Pavlidis, et al. 2007). 

7. Second step experiments: Switching from one stock to another with data 
of different sizes 

It has been pointed out that large size data have more generality and therefore possibly 
more effectiveness than a small size data to learn. In other words, there are more generality 
in training and more opportunities in practical trading.  However, large size data are not 
easy to handle. Based on the demonstrated effectiveness by the experiments with large size 
data (Kurokawa, 2009), simulations in this study were organized to examine the model 
trader of switching from one stock to another. In order to see the essence, the model was 
designed as simple as possible. 

Two kinds of experiments were done with different stock data of different sizes for 
comparison. The experimental procedure was almost the same as the procedure shown by 
Fig. 1, which was used in the first step experiments except trading was with stock switching. 
They were the following two: 

1. Experiment 2-1 with each single stock name (actually no stock switching), and 
2. Experiment 2-2 with 10 stock names for concurrent monitoring. 

But, the data periods were the same between the above two and also the same as the first 
step experiments. The data from 2001/1/1 to 2002/12/31 were used for training and those 
from 2003/1/1 to 2004/12/31 were for testing. All data were from daily data of Tokyo Stock 
Market Division I. 

The following are how the experimental trading was done. At the start, some amount of 
cash, supposedly very large, was provided. For the experiment with a single stock name, 
whenever buy signal appeared, the stocks of the name were bought as many as possible 
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with the available cash and when the sell condition appeared (when the profit rate became 
more than predetermined level or stock holding length got beyond the predefined number 
of days), all the stocks were sold. It is a very simple model trader with buy first and sell.  

The model trader employed the same chromosome in structure and function which was 
used in the first step experiments. They are the genes of Gene0, Gene1, Gene2 and Gene3, 
Gene4, and Gene5 as previously stated. For the model with concurrently monitoring 
multiple stock names, more than one name could show buy timing at same time. In the case, 
the stock name with the smallest SP-minus change rate was chosen. 

7.1 Computed indexes, fitness, and GA parameters 

The first step experiments were for surveying the market — how trading signals were 
distributed among stocks of multiple names, how quantity and quality of trading were, etc. 
The second step experiments were to do more practical trading simulations taking 
advantage of the results of the first step experiments. The organized model trader was to do 
trading with stock switching among multiple stock names taking advantage to increased 
trading signals distributed among them and decreased overfitting. The purposes of the 
second step experiments are to examine how profitable the stock switching is and to 
compare the results with those of without stock switching. 

In stock trading, an ordinary criterion for fitness is simple. It is to maximize the profit or the 

return. Since the purposes of this step experiments are different from the first ones, the 

indexes to be computed were changed from the first. The total return (TRN), the amount of 

cash at the end of the simulation divided by the initial cash at the start of the simulation, 

was used as fitness.  Some other indexes were also computed to see how the experiments 

proceeded. They are the number of trades (N: total count of trades), win count (WCT: count 

of profitable trades), win rate (WRT: WCT divided by N), average return (ARN: total of 

individual return divided by the number of trades). “Trade” is used as a pair of buy and 

sell. The following equations are given for the specific definitions: 

 
_ ( )

( ) ,
_ ( )

sell price i
RTN i

buy price i
=   (6) 

 
1

1
( )

N

i

ARN RTN i
N =

=  ,  (7) 

    
WCT

WRT
N

= , (8) 

where i is the identifier for each trade, buy_price(i) is the price at the buy of trade i, sell_price(i) 
is the price at the sell of trade i and N is the total count of trades, WCT is the number of trades 
with plus profit and TRN is the total return, that is, the final amount of cash divided by the 
initial amount of cash. The actual computation was done as Equations (6) through (9). 

 
1

( )
N

i

TRN RTN i
=

= ∏    (9) 
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As seen by Equations (6) through (9), transaction costs were ignored. 

As for the optimization process, the same GA procedure and the same GA parameters were 
used as in the first step. They were crossover rate: 0.7; mutation rate: 0.1; population size 20; 
generation length 200 and elitisms. The same discussions concerning the optimization may 
be possible as in the first. 

The population size was rather set to the small number for fast processing of large size data 
but within a generally allowable range. Those specific parameters were arbitrarily chosen 
and there is not a particular reason for them. Since the parameters of population size 20 
(rather small) and generation length 200 (rather short) were also arbitrarily chosen, hitting 
global optimal point might not necessarily possible. The very best optimization was not 
supposed for this study.  

7.2 Switching strategy 

In the trade model of switching from one stock to another, the selection policy for next stock 
to buy becomes very important when more than one stock shows trading signals. There 
might possibly be many ways to select next stock. What is most effective is yet to be studied 
and is left for future study. However, a very simple but probably good method was picked 
up but somewhat arbitrary in this study. That is, the stock with the smallest SP-minus wave 
rate was selected from among the stocks showing buy timing. The very small values (minus) 
of SP-minus rate were supposed to show a bottom of stock price like moving average 
method but somewhat differently.  

7.3 Experiments 

The details of the two experiments were as follows. 

7.3.1 Experiment 2-1 

In the experiments, no switching strategy could be employed, because only one stock name 
was used for each simulation. Ten trading simulations were done independently, one for 
each of ten stock names. They are the ten used in the first step. In each simulation, training 
was first done by using in-sample data of each stock name, and then test was made using 
the out-of-sample data of the same name. The results are shown in Table 5. N-No. column 
shows stock name number as given previously in Table 1. As seen, the values of WCT and N 
in testing are much lower than those in training. On the lines with N-No. 6 and 8, there are 
symbols of “NA” which mean there were no opportunities for trading in the test period. 
These results seem showing typical overfitting. The average counts of successful trade were 
5.7 in training and those in testing were only 1.7. However, the most important result, the 
return, TRN for the out-of-sample period was 1.207 as the average. It is not a bad result. 
Additionally, the win rates (WRT) also were surprisingly good, i.e., 0.921 for in-sample 
period and 0.811 for out-of-sample period.  

At the right end of the table, start and end prices of each stock are shown as well as each 
return by buy and hold strategy (BHRTN). Start-P is price at the start of the out-of-sample 
the period and End-P is the price at the end of the period. On the bottom of BHRTN is the 
average of BHRTNs. It is 1.785. The average return of Experiment 2-1 is 1.207. This value 
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1.207 seemed good until the average return of the ten stocks turned out to be 1.785. Nikkei 
average during 2003 to 2004 increased about 30%. Using the start and end prices of No. 6 
stock, the return of buy and hold becomes 5.69, extremely high value. The price of the stock 
rose up so steep in the period. Without the stock, the average BHRTN of the remaining nine 
is about 1.351. It is still far better than the average return of this experiment 1.207. 

ハギハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ ピヵaンヵギパ テワュギパ ッドビTハ
ゲ ザ シ ケクスゴ ゲクコザ ゴクザシ コ コ ゲ ゲクサゲ ゲクズズ ゴケケ ザゲサ ゲクジゲ
コ ス ズ ケクスズ ゲクゲコ コクジゴ ゲ ゲ ゲ ゲクケコ ゲクケコ ゴシケ ザコケ ゲクササ
ゴ ザ ザ ゲクケケ ゲクゲジ コクケジ ゲ コ ケクザ ゲクケゲ ゲクケコ ザゲジ ザスス ゲクゲサ
サ コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクゴジ ゲクスス ゲ ゲ ゲ ゲクコゲ ゲクコゲ サジス ザケコ ゲクケザ
ザ サ シ ケクシジ ゲクゲス コクサシ ゲ ゲ ゲ ゲクケコ ゲクケコ ジザズ ゲゲゴケ ゲクサズ
シ コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクサゴ コクケゴ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケ ゲクケケ シジ ゴスゲ ザクシズ
ジ ザ ザ ゲクケケ ゲクゲス コクゴゲ ゲ ゴ ケクゴゴ ケクズズ ケクズザ ゴスザ ササケ ゲクゲサ
ス コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクゲシ ゲクゴサ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケ ゲクケケ ジサス スズゴ ゲクゲズ
ズ ゲケ ゲケ ゲクケケ ゲクケジ ゲクズス サ ザ ケクス ゲクケサ ゲクコゴ ザサケ ススサ ゲクシサ

ゲケ ゲサ ゲジ ケクスコ ゲクケジ コクスコ シ ジ ケクスシ ゲクケジ ゲクシコ サケジ ザザコ ゲクゴシ
ヂカ゚ユク ザクジ シクサ ケクズコゲ ゲクゲズズ コクゴゲス ゲクジ コクコ ケクスゲゲ ゲクケジズ ゲクコケジ サザシクゲ シサケクサ ゲクジスザ

ナワギピaヮヱロユ パユンiヰュ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユ パユンiヰュ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ コギゲ

 

Table 5. Performance results for Experiment 2-1 

7.3.2 Experiment 2-2 

In this experiment, the same data of 10 stock names of Experiment 2-1 were used. By 

concurrently monitoring the stocks of the 10 names for the in-sample period, just one 

trading rule was generated instead of one rule for each name (Generating a technical rule 

for each stock name and concurrently monitoring each stock with each corresponding rule 

in testing is possibly better, though. However, it was not examined in this study). Of course, 

the specified fitness was the same as that of Experiment 2-1: TRN. The results are shown in 

Table 6. The same experimental procedure was executed ten times. At the bottom of the 

table, the averages are shown. “NA” in the table suggests that the model trader looked for a 

trading signal but in vain. It is possibly showing overfitting. In Experiment 2-2, the trading 

opportunities (WCT and N) were increased in both of training and testing. Both of WRT and 

ARN of testing show still good values, 0.837 and 1.068. The average of the total returns 

(TRN) was also increased from 1.207 to 1.488 in Experiment 2-2. The average total return of 

1.488 seems to be very good compared to that of Nikkei Average (Japanese representative 

stock index) that increased about 30% during the years 2003 to 2004. However, the average 

of buy and hold return of the ten stocks were about 1.785, far better than 1.488. So the result 

of the switching model is not surprisingly good. However, as mentioned previously, the 

return of 1.488 is better than the average return 1.351 which is without No. 6 stock 

(Sumitomo Heavy Industry) of which BHRTN is 5.69.  This company did not give any 

opportunity of trading in the out-of-sample period of Experiment 2-1. It is probably because 

of too steep gain of the price. It is not clear, though, that same situation occurred in 

Experiment 2-2.  
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テxヱク ハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ
ゲ コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクサゴ コクケゴ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケ ゲクケケ
コ ゲケ ゲケ ゲクケケ ゲクゲザ ゴクズサ サ ザ ケクスケ ゲクケズ ゲクザゲ
ゴ コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクサゴ コクケゴ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケ ゲクケケ
サ ゲコ ゲサ ケクスシ ゲクゲコ サクスザ ジ ス ケクスス ゲクゲゲ コクココ
ザ ゲサ コゲ ケクシジ ゲクケズ ザクケス ザ ジ ケクジゲ ゲクケジ ゲクサズ
シ コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクサゴ コクケゴ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケ ゲクケケ
ジ ゲケ ゲケ ゲクケケ ゲクゲザ サクゲサ ザ ザ ゲクケケ ゲクゲサ ゲクズシ
ス ゲズ ココ ケクスシ ゲクゲケ シクズザ サ シ ケクシジ ゲクケザ ゲクゴサ
ズ ス ゲゲ ケクジゴ ゲクゲコ ゴクゲケ ザ ザ ゲクケケ ゲクゲゴ ゲクスシ

ゲケ ゲケ ゲケ ゲクケケ ゲクゲザ ゴクズサ サ ザ ケクスケ ゲクケズ ゲクザケ
ヂカ゚ユク スクズ ゲケ ケクズゲコ ゲクコゲザ ゴクスゲケ ゴクサ サ ケクスゴジ ゲクケシス ゲクサスス

ナワギピaヮヱロユ パユンiヰュ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユ パユンiヰュ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ コギコ

 

Table 6. Performance results for Experiment 2-2. 

As seen in the table, when poor performances appeared for WCT in training (Exp. No. 1, 3, 

and 6), there were no trading in testing, TRN was just 1.00 in testing for all of the three. 

WCTs were all 2, very small, for the training of Exp. No.1, 3 and 6 in Table 6. It may be 

implying that in these simulations, the GA processes had fallen into local optimal points and 

that more optimization in training with more generations or larger population might bring 

about better performance for TRN in learning and testing.  

7.4 Evaluation of stock switching 

It is very difficult to evaluate the results of Experiment 2-2, the model trader of switching 

one stock to another. The average value of TRN should be considered very good, but not 

good enough compared with the average of buy and hold returns 1.785. However, it is true 

that the switching strategy brought about big improvement. That is, average return of 

Experiment 2-1 was 1.207, but that of Experiment 2-2 was 1.488, which is a note worthy 

improvement.  This was brought about by switching stocks of the 10 names. Experiments 

with more stock names are strongly desired. It is also desired to examine how the model 

behaves when the market is in a down trend.   

8. Third step experiments: Toward stable and profitable trading 

What we have learned from the previous experiments of the two steps includes the 

following: 

1. GA can find a good (may not a best) model trader.  
2. By increasing the number of stock names, trading opportunity increases and it possibly 

makes overfitting less and trading profitable.  
3. Stock switching is one of fairly good ways to handle multiple stock names. 
4. Profitable trading might have relation with number of stock names.  
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The above prompted additional experiments with more stock names and the ones to seek 
quantity and quality of trading. The following experiments were designed: 

8.1 Experiment 3-1 

This experiment was done under the exactly same conditions as Experiment 2-2 except the 
number of stocks was increased to 50. The results are shown in Table 7. Performances were 
drastically improved from Experiment 2-2. The average TRN for the out-out-sample was 
increased from 1.488 to 2.20.  Some TRNs are more than 3.0. The best is 5.77. This means the 
original amount became more than tripled or five times larger. This TRN was probably the 
result of stock switching of extremely good timing, which could hardly be expected for a 
small set of stock names. As we see the Exp. No. 7 in Table 7, the simultaneously obtained 
other indexes were also good. ARN was 1.293, which was extremely high; WRT was 1.00, 
perfect; WCT was 7, rather small.  

One experiment (No. 6) resulted in loss, where TRN were 0.98. For this experiment ARN is 
1.003, slightly profitable, though. This could happen. The results in general were very good, 
far better than the average return (1.49) of buy and hold for the 50 stocks. However, we 
don’t know yet how to avoid the loss or how to pick up the one which would surely 
profitable or one of the best. 

8.2 Experiment 3-2 

Complex strategy often brings about poor results, overfitting. Even though good results are 

obtained for a learning period, the model traders are often inclined to pick up some 

particular profitable events, which would be hardly expected to happen again for an 

unknown future period, thus results for the unknown periods are frequently not good.  

However, controlling fitness in a simple manner aiming to obtain good result may bring 

about good results. Since the quantity and quality are important for good profitable trading, 

profitable trading is considered to depend on the frequency of good quality trading. Since 

those two are considered to be essentially important in both periods of learning and testing, 

say in any situation, controlling quantity and quality of trading could create a good model 

trader. With this idea, we made the fitness of the GA to be Equation (10), which is composed 

of the following indexes. The similar idea was tried (Kurokawa, 2005). The indexes are the 

total return (TRN), the number of successful trading (WCT), the rate of profitable trading 

against the number of total trading (WRT) and the average return (ARN), all of which are 

essential factors for good quality trading. We consider those indexes are essentially related 

with profit (TRN) and consistently important in any situation. Another point of view for 

those indexes is the fitness has to be balanced among those indexes. Accordingly, the 

following index was tried for the fitness to control the experiment (Experiment 3-2).  

 fitness TRN WCT WRT ARN= ∗ ∗ ∗   (10) 

The results are shown in Table 8. The average return (TRN) was improved from 2.20 to 2.32. 
One (No. 29) out of 30 experiments resulted in loss. The average successful number of 
trading (WCT) increased from 17.8 to 59.4. This is a sort of big change. The average return 
(ARN) changed from 1.059 to 1.008. This is also a significant change. The average winning 
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rate (WRT) changed from 0.69 to 0.58, which is considered a slight change. The phenomena 
are understood as  

1. The frequency of the trading increased significantly. 
2. The individual trading profit rate decreased significantly. 
3. The success rate decline was a little. 

The above means that the obtained model trader would do frequent trading with each small 
profit. However, it is questionable if it is profitable after trading cost with such a low profit 
rate. 

By the way, the company codes of the 50 stocks are as: 

1515, 1803, 1812, 1928, 2002, 2503, 2897, 3402, 3407, 3861, 4005, 4183, 4452, 4502, 4519, 5001, 
5333, 5401, 5405, 5706, 5802, 6113, 6301, 6448, 6702, 6753, 6902, 6991, 7011, 7203, 7733, 7735, 
7912, 8001, 8015, 8031, 8233, 8332, 8355, 8604, 8801, 9007, 9064, 9101, 9104, 9301, 9302, 9501, 
9502, 9719. As the codes suggest, the stocks are from almost all industries. All are from 
Tokyo Market of division I. The buy and hold rate for all the 50 stocks for the two year 
period 2003 to 2004 is 1.49. So the results of the above methods are said to be very good 
compared with B&H. 

8.3 Experiment 3-3 

In this experiment, simulation data period was shifted two years ahead. The learning period 

was from 2003 to 2004; the test period was 2005 to 2006. No other conditions were changed 

from Experiment 3-2. The results are shown in Table 9. The average return (TRN) was 

changed from 2.32 to 1.52, large decline, which is still considered to be good. This means 

performance could fluctuate somewhat extensively. No experiment out of the 30 was in loss. 

The average successful number of trading (WCT) changed from 59.4 to 48.8, not a drastic 

change. The average return (ARN) changed from 1.008 to 1.007, not significant. The average 

winning rate (WRT) changed from 0.58 to 0.63, which is also not significant. As a whole, 

trading characteristics were unchanged, though the total return shows a seemingly big 

change. By the way, the average B&H profit rate for the 50 stocks was 1.70, which is far 

better than the average performance of the experiment. 

8.4 Experiment 3-4 

With the results of Experiment 3-3, a question arose what would happen for Experiment 2-2 
if the data period was changed. This experiment was for that. With the data period 
advanced two years with the previous 10 stock names and the fitness be just the TRN, 
unchanged, the experiments were done. The results were shown in Table 10. Seven out of 10 
experiments had no trading for testing period. This is considered as that overfitting 
occurred or evolutions were immature. Any way the performance was very poor. TRN was 
just 1.09 compared with B&H was 1.63. 

8.5 Experiment 3-5 

This experiment was conducted with the fitness changed from Experiment 3-4, no other 
change. Fitness employed was Equation (10). The results are shown in Table 11.  
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The average TRN was 1.35 improved from 1.09; that for WCT was 16.5 from 2.2; that for 

WRT 0.70 from 0.87; and ARN 1.019 from 1.023. In general, the performances were similar to 

those of Experiment 3-3. This model trader is characterized as the sort of Experiment 3-3, 

frequent trading with each small profit.TRN was 1.35, which was still below B&H (1.63). 

 
 

テxヱクハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ
ゲ ジ ス ケクスス ゲクゲシジ ゴクゲス ザ ジ ケクジゲ ゲクケザジ ゲクゴザ
コ ザ ズ ケクザシ ゲクゲコズ コクザザ ザ ス ケクシゴ ゲクケスザ ゲクジス
ゴ ゲケ ゲサ ケクジゲ ゲクゲゲザ サクケサ ス ゲサ ケクザジ ゲクケスゴ コクザジ
サ ザズ ズジ ケクシゲ ゲクケゲシ サクゲコ サズ ズザ ケクザコ ゲクケケス ゲクズズ
ザ コザ サケ ケクシゴ ゲクケコス コクサジ コケ ゴズ ケクザゲ ゲクケゲコ ゲクサゴ
シ コザ サザ ケクザシ ゲクケコシ コクジシ コサ サザ ケクザゴ ゲクケケゴ ケクズス
ジ シ ジ ケクスシ ゲクコゲザ ゴクザジ ジ ジ ゲクケケ ゲクコズゴ ザクジジ
ス シ ジ ケクスシ ゲクコココ ゴクジス シ ジ ケクスシ ゲクコサス サクゲコ
ズ ズ ゲサ ケクシサ ゲクゲゲザ ゴクジサ ゲケ ゲサ ケクジゲ ゲクケジズ コクザザ

ゲケ ゴゴ ゴシ ケクズコ ゲクケサジ ザクケシ コサ コジ ケクスズ ゲクケサケ コクジコ
ゲゲ サゴ シサ ケクシジ ゲクケゴコ シクザサ ゴゲ ザス ケクザゴ ゲクケゲケ ゲクシゴ
ゲコ ジ ス ケクスス ゲクゲシジ ゴクゲス ザ ジ ケクジゲ ゲクケザジ ゲクゴザ
ゲゴ ジ ズ ケクジス ゲクゲシザ ゴクコゴ ザ ジ ケクジゲ ゲクゲケケ ゲクスゴ
ゲサ サコ サザ ケクズゴ ゲクケゴス ザクケス ゲシ ゲズ ケクスサ ゲクケゲス ゲクゴジ
ゲザ ス ゲゲ ケクジゴ ゲクゲコス ゴクシコ シ ゲケ ケクシケ ゲクケスゲ コクケザ
ゲシ コケ コサ ケクスゴ ゲクケスゴ シクゲザ ゲゲ ゲズ ケクザス ゲクケゲケ ゲクゲコ
ゲジ コゲ ゴケ ケクジケ ゲクケザサ サクゴケ ゲス ゴケ ケクシケ ゲクケサケ コクズケ
ゲス ゲス コサ ケクジザ ゲクケジシ ザクコジ ゲザ ゲス ケクスゴ ゲクケジコ ゴクココ
ゲズ コズ サザ ケクシサ ゲクケゴズ サクスザ コシ サザ ケクザス ゲクケゲジ ゲクズサ
コケ ジ ジ ゲクケケ ゲクコケサ ゴクザジ ザ ジ ケクジゲ ゲクゲコゴ ゲクズゴ
コゲ ゲサ ゲシ ケクスス ゲクケジサ ゴクケゴ ゲコ ゲザ ケクスケ ゲクケザジ コクコゴ
ココ コス サザ ケクシコ ゲクケゴゴ ゴクシジ コジ サザ ケクシケ ゲクケゲサ ゲクシジ
コゴ コザ ゴコ ケクジス ゲクケサズ サクコザ ゲジ コサ ケクジゲ ゲクケコゴ ゲクザジ
コサ ゴサ シケ ケクザジ ゲクケコシ ゴクズズ ゴゴ シゲ ケクザサ ゲクケケゴ ゲクゲサ
コザ ゴケ ゴコ ケクズサ ゲクケサズ サクザケ コジ コズ ケクズゴ ゲクケサズ ゴクスケ
コシ シゲ ズジ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲジ サクシゴ サズ スシ ケクザジ ゲクケゲコ コクゴズ
コジ コス ゴゲ ケクズケ ゲクケザゲ サクゴケ ゲシ ゲズ ケクスサ ゲクケゴズ コクケケ
コス コゴ ゴジ ケクシコ ゲクケゴコ コクスゴ コゴ ゴザ ケクシシ ゲクケコケ ゲクスケ
コズ コズ サザ ケクシサ ゲクケゴス サクザケ コザ サザ ケクザシ ゲクケゲシ ゲクスサ
ゴケ ス ゲコ ケクシジ ゲクゲコケ ゴクサゲ ス ゲゲ ケクジゴ ゲクゲゲケ コクズコ

ヂカ゚ユク ココクコ ゴゲクジ ケクジザ ゲクケスザ サクケケ ゲジクス コスクサ ケクシズ ゲクケザズ コクコケ
ゲクサズ

ナワギピaヮヱロユォコケケゲギコケケコ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユォコケケゴギコケケサオ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ ゴギゲ ザケギピヵヰヤレヴ デiヵワユヴヴ=Tビハ

ッ&ド ヂカ゚ユク ビユヵヶンワ ビaヵユ
 

 

Table 7. Performance results for Experiment 3-1. 
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テxヱク ハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ
ゲ スゴ ゲコズ ケクシサ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクスゴ シズ ゲゲス ケクザズ ゲクケゲケ ゴクケズ
コ スス ゲコサ ケクジゲ ゲクケゲサ ザクゲサ ジケ ゲゲシ ケクシケ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクココ
ゴ ジス ゲゲシ ケクシジ ゲクケゲザ ザクコシ シケ ゲケズ ケクザザ ゲクケケシ ゲクジス
サ シス ゲゲズ ケクザジ ゲクケゲコ ゴクザコ シゴ ゲゲザ ケクザザ ゲクケケザ ゲクジケ
ザ ジス ゲゲサ ケクシス ゲクケゲシ ザクジゴ シサ ゲケサ ケクシコ ゲクケゲコ ゴクゲゲ
シ サゴ シサ ケクシジ ゲクケゴコ シクザサ ゴゲ ザス ケクザゴ ゲクケゲケ ゲクシゴ
ジ ジサ ゲゲゴ ケクシシ ゲクケゲサ サクザサ ジケ ゲケザ ケクシジ ゲクケゲジ ザクゲス
ス ジス ゲコケ ケクシザ ゲクケゲサ サクズシ ジケ ゲケズ ケクシサ ゲクケゲゴ ゴクシシ
ズ ジザ ゲゲズ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲコ ゴクシザ シゴ ゲゲサ ケクザザ ゲクケケシ ゲクジジ

ゲケ ザズ ジゴ ケクスゲ ゲクケゲズ ゴクザサ ゴズ ザザ ケクジゲ ゲクケゲゴ ゲクスゴ
ゲゲ ジコ ゲコス ケクザシ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクシケ シザ ゲコシ ケクザコ ゲクケケゴ ゲクゴコ
ゲコ シズ ゲケゲ ケクシス ゲクケゲサ ゴクスケ ザジ ズコ ケクシコ ゲクケゲコ コクシズ
ゲゴ ジゲ ゲゲザ ケクシコ ゲクケゲコ ゴクコサ サス ゲケジ ケクサザ ゲクケケゲ ゲクケケ
ゲサ スス ゲコゴ ケクジコ ゲクケゲサ サクスゲ シス ゲゲコ ケクシゲ ゲクケゲコ ゴクゴゴ
ゲザ シサ ゲケコ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲゴ ゴクササ ザゴ ズズ ケクザサ ゲクケケズ コクゲス
ゲシ シゴ ゲケコ ケクシコ ゲクケゲシ サクザコ シゴ ズス ケクシサ ゲクケゲシ サクゲコ
ゲジ シゴ ゲケサ ケクシゲ ゲクケゲザ ゴクズス ザシ ゲケゲ ケクザザ ゲクケゲケ コクサズ
ゲス ジザ ゲゲズ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲゴ ゴクズコ シサ ゲゲザ ケクザシ ゲクケケシ ゲクスゲ
ゲズ ザザ ズス ケクザシ ゲクケゲコ コクジコ ザコ ズス ケクザゴ ゲクケケゴ ゲクコゲ
コケ シズ ゲケゲ ケクシス ゲクケゲサ ゴクスケ ザジ ズコ ケクシコ ゲクケゲコ コクシズ
コゲ ジゲ ゲゲシ ケクシゲ ゲクケゲコ ゴクサジ ザコ ゲケズ ケクサス ゲクケケサ ゲクゴザ
ココ ジス ゲゲシ ケクシジ ゲクケゲザ ザクコシ シケ ゲケズ ケクザザ ゲクケケシ ゲクジス
コゴ ジゴ ゲコス ケクザジ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクザジ シシ ゲコシ ケクザコ ゲクケケゴ ゲクゴシ
コサ ジズ ゲゴコ ケクシケ ゲクケゲコ サクゲゴ スゲ ゲゲス ケクシズ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクザケ
コザ ジゴ ゲコス ケクザジ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクジジ シザ ゲコシ ケクザコ ゲクケケゴ ゲクゴケ
コシ ジシ ゲコケ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲゴ サクケス シコ ゲゲサ ケクザサ ゲクケケザ ゲクシス
コジ スス ゲコサ ケクジゲ ゲクケゲサ ザクゲサ シズ ゲゲザ ケクシケ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクココ
コス ザズ ジゴ ケクスゲ ゲクケゲズ ゴクサコ ゴジ ザシ ケクシシ ゲクケゲケ ゲクシコ
コズ サコ スコ ケクザゲ ゲクケゲサ コクザズ ゴズ スコ ケクサス ケクズズジ ケクシズ
ゴケ スス ゲコサ ケクジゲ ゲクケゲサ ザクゲサ ジケ ゲゲシ ケクシケ ゲクケゲゲ ゴクココ

ヂカ゚ユク ジゲクゴ ゲゲケクズ ケクシザ ゲクケゲサ サクゲジ ザズクサ ゲケゴクス ケクザス ゲクケケス コクゴコ
ゲクサズ

ナワギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケゲギコケケコオ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユォコケケゴギコケケサオ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ ゴギコ ザケギピヵヰヤレヴ デiヵワユヴヴ=TビハカWツTカWビTカヂビハ

ッ&ド ヂカ゚ユク ビユヵヶンワ ビaヵユ  
 
 
 
 

Table 8. Performance results for Experiment 3-2. 
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テxヱク ハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ
ゲ スケ ゲコス ケクシゴ ゲクケゲス スクコゲ ザス ゲケズ ケクザゴ ゲクケケザ ゲクシジ
コ ジザ ゲケジ ケクジケ ゲクケゲス シクゲコ サズ スザ ケクザス ゲクケケシ ゲクシコ
ゴ スシ ゲゴザ ケクシサ ゲクケゲザ シクスサ ジゴ ゲコザ ケクザス ゲクケケシ ゲクスズ
サ スザ ゲゴザ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲザ シクジサ ジゴ ゲコズ ケクザジ ゲクケケコ ゲクコズ
ザ シゴ ジス ケクスゲ ゲクケコゴ ザクゴザ サゲ シゴ ケクシザ ゲクケケコ ゲクケシ
シ ジジ ゲケス ケクジゲ ゲクケゲズ シクジシ ササ ジザ ケクザズ ゲクケケシ ゲクサジ
ジ スジ ゲゴサ ケクシザ ゲクケゲザ シクサザ ジジ ゲコジ ケクシゲ ゲクケケゴ ゲクサシ
ス スコ ゲコジ ケクシザ ゲクケゲス スクシゲ ザズ ゲゲケ ケクザサ ゲクケケサ ゲクササ
ズ スシ ゲゴザ ケクシサ ゲクケゲザ シクスサ ジザ ゲコシ ケクシケ ゲクケケザ ゲクジズ

ゲケ ジス ゲゲケ ケクジゲ ゲクケゲサ サクゲス シゴ ゲケゲ ケクシコ ゲクケケシ ゲクシザ
ゲゲ サケ サゲ ケクズス ゲクケゴシ サクコス コケ コサ ケクスゴ ゲクケケサ ゲクケゴ
ゲコ スシ ゲゴシ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲザ シクズケ ジゴ ゲコシ ケクザス ゲクケケザ ゲクジザ
ゲゴ シゲ シズ ケクスス ゲクケコス シクサザ ゴザ サザ ケクジス ゲクケケジ ゲクコズ
ゲサ サス ジケ ケクシズ ゲクケコサ サクササ サコ ジケ ケクシケ ゲクケゲシ コクジゴ
ゲザ ゴケ ゴコ ケクズサ ゲクケザゲ サクシザ コゲ コジ ケクジス ゲクケゲス ゲクザコ
ゲシ サシ サズ ケクズサ ゲクケゴゲ サクサコ ゴサ サケ ケクスザ ゲクケゲシ ゲクスゴ
ゲジ スシ ゲゴサ ケクシサ ゲクケゲザ シクスサ ジサ ゲコス ケクザス ゲクケケゴ ゲクサゴ
ゲス ジザ ゲケジ ケクジケ ゲクケゲス シクゲコ サス スザ ケクザジ ゲクケケザ ゲクザゲ
ゲズ ジゲ ゲケシ ケクシジ ゲクケコケ ジクサザ ゲジ コズ ケクザズ ゲクケゲゴ ゲクサコ
コケ シス ズズ ケクシズ ゲクケコゲ ジクゴゲ ゲジ コス ケクシゲ ゲクケゲゴ ゲクサコ
コゲ サシ シス ケクシス ゲクケコス ザクシシ ゲケ コケ ケクザケ ゲクケケゲ ゲクケケ
ココ スシ ゲゴザ ケクシサ ゲクケゲザ シクジシ ジゲ ゲコズ ケクザザ ゲクケケコ ゲクゲシ
コゴ スジ ゲゴサ ケクシザ ゲクケゲサ ザクズジ ジシ ゲコジ ケクシケ ゲクケケゴ ゲクサコ
コサ ジジ ゲケス ケクジゲ ゲクケゲズ シクジシ ササ ジザ ケクザズ ゲクケケシ ゲクサジ
コザ スシ ゲゴシ ケクシゴ ゲクケゲザ シクズケ ジジ ゲコシ ケクシゲ ゲクケケシ コクケゲ
コシ ザシ ジズ ケクジゲ ゲクケコケ サクサゴ サゲ シズ ケクザズ ゲクケケゴ ゲクゲジ
コジ シゲ シズ ケクスス ゲクケコス シクサザ ゴコ サゴ ケクジサ ゲクケケザ ゲクゲズ
コス サコ ササ ケクズシ ゲクケゴシ サクザザ コゴ コジ ケクスザ ゲクケココ ゲクジゴ
コズ ジシ ゲゲジ ケクシザ ゲクケゲシ シクケシ ココ ゴジ ケクシケ ゲクケゲケ ゲクサゲ
ゴケ スシ ゲゴザ ケクシサ ゲクケゲザ シクスサ ジザ ゲコザ ケクシケ ゲクケケシ ゲクズゴ

ヂカ゚ユク ジケクサ ゲケコクコ ケクジコ ゲクケコゲ シクゲス サスクス スゲクケ ケクシゴ ゲクケケジ ゲクザコ
ゲクジケ

ナワギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケゴギコケケサオ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケザギコケケシオ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ ゴギゴ  ザケギピヵヰヤレヴ デiヵワユヴヴ=TビハカWツTカWビTカヂビハ

ッ&ド ヂカ゚ユクビユヵヶンワ ビaヵユ  

Table 9. Performance results for Experiment 3-3. 

テxヱク ハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ
ゲ ゲゲ ゲサ ケクジズ ゲクゲシコ ジクササ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
コ ゲザ ゲズ ケクジズ ゲクゲコジ スクスゲ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
ゴ ジ ジ ゲクケケ ゲクゴゴズ ジクコス ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
サ ズ ゲケ ケクズケ ゲクコゴケ ジクゴゲ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
ザ シ シ ゲクケケ ゲクゴスコ シクスジ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
シ ズ ズ ゲクケケ ゲクコジサ スクゴザ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
ジ コケ コシ ケクジジ ゲクケスジ ジクジジ ゲザ コザ ケクシケ ゲクケケケ ケクズザ
ス ズ ズ ゲクケケ ゲクコジサ スクゴザ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
ズ ゲゴ ゲザ ケクスジ ゲクゲサズ ジクサズ コ コ ゲクケケ ゲクゲゲゲ ゲクコゴ

ゲケ コケ コシ ケクジジ ゲクケズゲ ジクズズ ザ ザ ゲクケケ ゲクゲゲシ ゲクジゲ
ヂカ゚ユク ゲゲクズ ゲサクゲ ケクスズ ゲクコゲコ ジクジジ コクコ ゴクコ ケクスジ ゲクケコゴ ゲクケズ

ゲクシゴ

ナワギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケゴギコケケサオ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケザギコケケシオ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ ゴギサ ゲケギピヵヰヤレヴ デiヵワユヴヴ=Tビハ

ッ&ド ヂカ゚ユク ビユヵヶンワ ビaヵユ  

Table 10. Performance results for Experiment 3-4. 
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テxヱク ハヰク WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ WツT ハ WビT ヂビハ Tビハ
ゲ サゲ サゴ ケクズザ ゲクケゴゲ ゴクジゴ コス ゴゴ ケクスザ ゲクケゲジ ゲクシス
コ ゴゴ ゴゴ ゲクケケ ゲクケサケ ゴクシコ ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ
ゴ シス ズザ ケクジコ ゲクケゲザ サクケゴ ザ ジ ケクジゲ ゲクケゲズ ゲクゲサ
サ コサ コス ケクスシ ゲクケジジ シクジサ サ ザ ケクスケ ゲクゲケザ ゲクシゴ
ザ コズ サゴ ケクシジ ゲクケゴス サクコズ コゲ サケ ケクザゴ ゲクケゲコ ゲクサズ
シ サゲ サゴ ケクズザ ゲクケゴゲ ゴクジゴ ゴゲ ゴザ ケクスズ ゲクケゲス ゲクスコ
ジ コシ ゴコ ケクスゲ ゲクケサズ サクサゲ ゲザ コス ケクザサ ゲクケゲシ ゲクザケ
ス ザズ シジ ケクスス ゲクケコゴ サクサコ コゴ ゴサ ケクシス ゲクケケザ ゲクゲザ
ズ ゲサ ゲシ ケクスス ゲクゲサジ スクサス ケ ケ ハヂ ゲクケケケ ゲクケケ

ゲケ ザゲ シス ケクジザ ゲクケゲジ コクスシ ゴス ザズ ケクシサ ゲクケケコ ゲクケザ
ヂカ゚ユク ゴスクシ サシクス ケクスザ ゲクケサジ サクシゴ ゲシクザ コサクゲ ケクジケ ゲクケゲズ ゲクゴザ

ゲクシゴ

ナワギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケゴギコケケサオ バヶヵギヰョギピaヮヱロユ ォコケケザギコケケシオ
テxヱユンiヮユワヵ ゴギザ ゲケギピヵヰヤレヴ デiヵワユヴヴ=TビハカWツTカWビTカヂビハ

ッ&ド ヂカ゚ユク ビユヵヶンワ ビaヵユ  

Table 11. Performance results for Experiment 3-5. 

8.6 Discussions for third step experiments 

There are three points to discuss for this section. First point is that some model traders 
demonstrated extremely good performances. This happened for a somewhat large group of 
stock names, 50. The results so far shown are good from a general point view as well. 
However, it does not mean we can always get such good results. Nonetheless, it 
demonstrated that some model traders exist which could bring about extremely good results 
maybe depending on the situations and timing. Therefore we should keep investigating 
what kinds of stock groups are profitable. 

Second is that the same GA process works differently depending on the time period. One 
time, it works extremely well; on another time it works very poorly. We like to seek what 
would cause such differences. This may be significant because some solutions may exist 
behind the difference.  

Third is a special point of the second. It is related with what is essentially important for 
good model traders for both of training period and testing one, say in any situation. It is 
probably true that there is not such a consistent general matter. However, the two 
experiments Experiment 3-2 and Experiment 3-4 demonstrated that the fitness of Equation 
(10) brought the change to the trading quantity and quality as well as the TRN increase. That 
is, the winning number of trading increased and the individual trading profit rate declined. 
This suggests that it may be possible to control the quantity and quality of trading by the 
fitness and that there is also a possibility of profit related general matters around those 
indexes. It is worth investigating those indexes further. We hope there is even only a bit of 
essential generality around them. 

9. Discussions for what to seek 

Much difficulty comes from the facts that the spaces of in-sample and out-of-sample data are 
so wide that cause and effect relations are hard to find. In addition, there may exist many 
factors which do not appear in data. The space widths, the ever-changing market conditions 
and often contradicting data of the market are considered to be major causes of overfitting and 
instability. 
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What we need is a stable good performance model trader with generality. It is, however, true 
that we can find a good trader for in-sample data. We want the created trader will work well 
again for unseen out-of-sample data with good probability. What we like to seek is the factors, 
which are extracted for the in-sample data, which play important roles for the out-of-sample 
data, too. Those factors should play important roles for out-of-sample data thus reducing 
overfitting. One of the important points is that frequently repeated events for in-sample data 
would happen again, hopefully repeatedly and frequently for unseen out-of-sample data. 

In our social world, events which happened many time for a period are expected to happen 
many times again for other period, too. Stock market events are not exceptions. So it is 
considered important to find a model trader that can catch the profitable and frequent 
trading events. 

In the above sense, the factors of Equation (10) are considered important. The equation for 
the fitness affected significantly the quantity and quality of trading. Those of profit related 
indexes are considered consistently important for both of in-sample and out-of-sample 
periods and in any situation, should play important roles for organizing a good stable model 
trader even if it may depends on random processes. Including those indexes, we should keep 
seeking indexes which are of more consistent, general and profit bringing matters. 

10. Conclusion 

The following are concluded: 

1. Overfitting is defined somewhat formally as Equation (5). 
2. Trading opportunity increased by increasing data size. This decreased overfitting. Some 

experiments verified it numerically. 
3. Trading chances appear in many places among stock names. 
4. Stock switching demonstrated good results. 
5. Increased number for stock names demonstrated some extremely good results. 

Some model traders with switching from one stock to another showed the big 
performance improvement in experiments. 

6. The same GA process which worked well in some situations does not necessarily work 
well for other situations. 

7. Generally acceptable profit related matters which work well consistently in any 
situations should be sought.  

8. Equation (10) for fitness demonstrated the potential ability to create a stable profitable 
model trader, and experiments suggests that equation and the related indexes have 
some potential to control quantity and quality of trading. 
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